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Rube Marquard. The Rube- - gave
Roger three bad balls In succession-The- n

Roger had a man's sized idea.
He outguessed the Rube and John
McGraw. Marquard tried to groove
the next pitch, and Bresnahan sent
it to left for a sacrifice fly, tieing the
score. The drive was a terrific liner,
and only great work by Burns pre-
vented it going for a hit and bust ig
the game.

Ordinarily Roger's play would have
been to wait the Rube out. But only
two runs were needed to win, and
another runner's presence on the
bases would have been more of a
detriment than aid to the Cub
chances. Marquard should have
passed Bresnahan. He would have
been no worse off with three on than
two. And he was forced to groove
the pill and Roger knew it was" com-
ing. Result, he was able to get a
toehold and swing with all his might.

An-jde- once in a while looks re-
freshing in the West Side park.

You've gotta hand it to Johnny
Evers. He does not hesitate to take
himself out when he finds he can't
hit the pitchers. The manager gave
way to Art Phelan in the final stages
of the game when he found he could
do nothing with Marquard. Art had
a chance to clean up on his 'first trip
to the plate in the eighth and failed.
But he came through with a single
in the tenth that counted Archer
from third base with two out. Cor-rid-

replaced Bridwell in the same
inning that Phelan subbed for Evers.
Red had two chances to 'hit, and
failed, but only a great piece of field-
ing by Fletcher kept him from a sin-
gle in the ninth.

There is not enough team play in
the Cubs. This is as good a time as
any to make the kick, just after the
West Siders have won a toppy game.
We can't beaccuseaof a grouch be-

cause they lost
Mike Mitchell made one throw to

Bridwell at second that went wide of
the base. Evers was up toward first,
but did not back up, and the ball slid

on. to the bleachers, as Vic Saier wa
gkted on first base. There shouldj
have been three men in front of that1
throw. There wasn't one.

Also, we have to register the same
old kick about the failure of the out-
fielders to handle ground balls. Mike

Mitchell fought one all over left field
yesterday and had to step on it to
pick it up. Clymer goes after a
grounder like a deep sea diver. Lots
of morning practice might prove
beneficial. It certainly wouldn't
hurt.

Out of one homer, two triples, a
double and five singles the Sox man-
ufactured five runs, far more than
enough to beat the Yanks in the third
battle. Five runs are usually about
all that can be gotten out of nine hits.
The Sox should have gotten more.
You may point out that they didn't
need more, but when they did their
suicide baserunning they hadn't
scored.

With two out Chase paddled a
triple and was out trying to stretch
it to a homer in the first. No criti-
cism of that, because two were de-
funct and taking a chance was justi-
fied. Then John Collins shot open
the second with another triple, and
he, too, was dead at the plate trying
to complete the circuit. 'Some criti-
cism of Manager Callahan due there,
as the boss was doing coaching at
third. Collins should have been held
on third. There was no one out and
he stood a great chance of scoring.
Also, he would have given the Yank
pitcher considerable worry, much
more than if he had gone all the way
round and left the sacks empty. Dar-
ing baserunning is all right in its
place, and will often go through sim-
ply because it is unexpected, but
trying to stretch a triple with none
out does not come under the head of
daring. IKjs suicide.

Scott continued his steady gait,
and, Lefty Russell, is holding up the
pitching end for Callahan. Seven
hits were secured from Jim and they
were well scattered. 'Scott is also


